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CELEBRATE THE PAST AND STEP
BOLDLY INTO A NEW FUTURE

“Most women are great
caretakers. We take care of
everyone. We take care of
our kids, and our parents,
spouse, friends. Often times
we are the last ones on the
list. So to have a coach for
you is really a gift to
women.”
Susie Strauss, Founder
One to One—Women Coaching Women

One to One Board of Directors
In 2018, One to One was intentional about increasing the diversity on our
board by inviting four new members to join our board who were not
previously affiliated with One to One. We wanted to look at our organization
from a new perspective—the outside in! We wanted women with the skills
that we felt were needed to take us to the next step in our development as
an organization providing quality pro bono life coaching to women emerging
from challenging circumstances and women who are the caregivers of
wounded veterans. We specifically sought women who had experience in
fundraising, marketing, organizational development, and connections
outside the coaching community in which we normally operate.
I am happy to say that we made great strides on all fronts—we have a solid
plan for fundraising, we have improved language to use for marketing, and our updated website that
will launch in mid-2019. We have a new three-year Strategic Plan for 2019 – 2021 and a detailed 2019
Operational Plan. We have opportunities on the horizon for grants and partnerships with other
organizations—especially with our “coaching caregivers of wounded veterans” program. Energy and
enthusiasm is high…we have a lot to celebrate!
As 2018 drew to a close, I made a difficult personal decision to retire as board president, which
I have been for the past five years. I will complete my remaining year on the board in 2019 so as to
overlap with the new president. In addition to being board president of an actively “working board,” I
have been and will continue coaching clients and working behind the scenes in committee work,
tracking donations and writing personal thank you notes to our donors.
Serving as board president for One to One has been the most rewarding challenge I have ever
taken on. Working with other women who desire to work together in partnership,
collaboration, and service to others is not something we experience in many parts of our lives.
One to One is a virtual organization with board members, leadership team members, clients,
and coaches living all over the world and yet we manage to create a solid community of women
serving other women. I feel humbled and privileged to have had this opportunity to work with
this organization of incredibly dedicated women, and be part of this virtual community that fills my
heart with joy!

Susan Hayward
Retired President

A Message from our Board Chair
As the incoming President of the Board of Directors of One to One, I look back at
all we’ve accomplished in 2018 with great pride and excitement for the future.
We believe strongly in the power of life coaching to help women transform their
lives, but also recognize that because what we offer is unique, we needed to do a
better job of communicating who we are and what we do to the world. 2019 will
be a year of implementing those new communication strategies so that we can
reach more clients and supporters of our programs.
The Board and the Leadership Team, which is comprised of a Program Director,
Client Services Director, Coach Services Director, Mentor Services Director, and
Professional Development Director, continue to meet on a quarterly basis. It’s
central to our values as a collaborative and partnership oriented organization that
all leadership be in close communication with each other regularly. Because we are a virtual organization,
these opportunities to really connect and share information are vital. We also meet once per year as a
group to have two concentrated days together not only to do strategic planning, but also to fortify our
personal relationships. These strong relationships are the life-blood of One to One, and what allows us to
accomplish so much even though we are only all together in the same room that one time per year.
In 2018, for the first time, One to One welcomed Board members who were not also life coaches. This
was both a boon and a challenge, as we benefited from their expertise and perspectives, while striving to
help them learn more about what a coaching organization is really all about. This on-going conversation
was extremely helpful in refining how we communicate our message to the outside world and we value
all of the positive results that came from stepping out of our collective comfort zones.
In a partnership-oriented organization such as One to One, there are no managers. All leaders are deeply
involved in the day to day work of connecting with and serving clients, as well as honing the structures
that support our mission to positively impact the lives of women worldwide - women who are seeking to
challenge themselves to achieve more than ever before. The level of dedication and commitment that we
continually see from our volunteer coaches and from our Board and Leadership Team are truly inspiring. I
look forward to continuing to work closely with them to bring measurable improvement to the lives of the
women touched by One to One—Women Coaching Women.

Laura Luykx
Board President

15 Extraordinary Years for One to One—Women Coaching Women

I

My Story by Penny Hazen, Program Director

t is unheard of for a nonprofit of 99% volunteers and virtual,
serving women all over the U.S, and some abroad to still be alive
and well after 15 years. Susie Strauss had a dream in 2003 of
giving away the amazing gift of life coaching to women who wanted to
move life in a new direction but could not otherwise afford a coach to
be a partner. Three committed women gathered in New York for a
weekend and from nothing created a concept of what they wanted and
then how to manifest it. In 2004, in Birmingham, Alabama the 501(c)3
status was granted and One to One—Women Coaching Women (OtO)
was established. Soon after, the first clients were interviewed and the first few coaches began coaching
them by phone.
I was asked if I wanted to coach in this program and with a little orientation for me and then a client secured,
I began. At the time, I didn’t even have a cell phone. My “office” land line did not call long distance. So OtO
gave me a calling card with enough minutes to make the calls. My client talked a lot and I listened a lot. I
had great belief in her ability to do whatever she really wanted. She did not hold that confidence in herself. I
was her biggest “cheerleader” and “saw” what she could not see for herself. Several years later, I heard from
her and she had gone to school to be trained in restaurant management. She was loving her new job. She
said that my belief in her kept running through her head as she stepped out to do that which she had not had
the confidence to tackle.
Since then, I have coached many more clients for One to One and always loved each one. A belief that I
learned through coach training is that each woman has brilliance inside of her and my job was to help her
unlock it. This has been the most powerful concept. A woman takes with her from coaching a new set of
“tools” and the confidence to lead a wonderful life.
In 2006, I joined the One to One Board which at that time was all OtO coaches. In the beginning, I mostly sat
and listened at board meetings to try to understand “how it worked.” There was no hierarchy, but Susie
taught me a different way, and she facilitated powerful conversations. Each of us contributed what we did
best. In that time, an infrastructure with a coach manual was constructed. When each coach thought about
what she could bring to the organization, she participated. In addition, we wanted our coaches to feel
honored and to receive back from us for her time coaching OtO
clients. Monthly trainings were developed to share coaching
techniques which might be helpful while creating a virtual
community. The coaches receive professional development credits
from the International Coach Federation for coming to the trainings.

An annual Coach Retreat was founded in which the coaches could
gather and be treated extraordinarily. Knowing that women are the givers in most of their lives, we wanted
to give to them, so the entire retreat expenses were covered, and the experience included great fellowship,
tasty food, and wonderful teachings and learnings. It was always coach led. From those gatherings, a
sisterhood developed, and more leadership emerged to take the organization into the future. I became a
leader as a result of those gatherings.

In 2010 Susie stepped down as Executive Director, Client, Coach, and Mentor
Director, as well as President of the Board. She held it all. At that time three
coaches who were leaders stepped up to keep the organization in service.
Though not much, they were our first paid leaders and Amanda Strauss our first
paid administrative assistant. But after a year, funds were dwindling and OtO
needed to either close its doors or to have volunteers once again in leadership.
It was at that time in 2011, Beata Rydeen, a relatively new coach, and I said we
would “do” it. We knew practically nothing. At that time OtO lost several
coaches. Though we had written materials to guide us, we really were quite lost.
For around two years we felt inept and made many mistakes. Slowly but surely,
we began to find other leaders who were relatively new coaches. We met
weekly to strategize and to problem solve.
Susie Strauss
A constant partner in all of the transitions has been Susan Hayward. She has served as a coach, leader,
board member and then founded the newly formed Board of which she was president for five years.
Susan is my other half with skills I could never perform. She is truly under recognized and yet faithfully
gives over and over again to One to One. Susan has held several of the positions we developed over the
years.
OtO has progressed from five or six coaches to 60+ coaches who serve our traditional clients and also
clients who are caregivers to wounded veterans. We currently serve around 70 clients a year. We have
always sought to serve women in challenging circumstances. We continue growing and expanding our
vision and our visibility. We are currently writing a protocol for our collaborative leadership culture. It is a
women’s way to honor the wisdom within each leader. It is counter to the way our world has
functioned with top down leadership. Yet it is a powerful model with which to run an organization. Do
we know exactly “how” to do it? Not always! We use a coaching model in which we have gotten clear
about what we want and are figuring out how to do it our way. This has served us well for these 15 years
and we are now developing a written leadership model. And we are learning how to bring non-coach
trained leaders onto our Board and into the leadership circle.

My work with One to One has been a great joy and blessing in my life. It allows me to witness a woman
and walk with her on hallowed ground as she transforms her life. After coaching I am sometimes
privileged to see her life and her family evolve. Many times, she will make contributions to her
community and beyond. It is a joy to see the world change one woman at a time. And that is deeply
satisfying.

“I’ve always believed that one woman’s success can
only help another woman’s success.”

-Gloria Vanderbilt

One to One continues to strive to match our clients with the best life coach that will fit their needs. In 2018,
the Client Services team interviewed 107 clients for coaching with One to One. About 1/3 of those clients
did not qualify due to income levels or not quite ready for coaching. Then there are many clients who begin
the process, qualify, and do not follow through. This year, One to One served a total of 47 women, in 22
states and 3 countries.
Coach Services Director Terry Hayes works with fellow coaches Katherine Bruce and Michelle Stoltz to
interview and find the client who is ready for coaching and connect them to just the right coach.
Recently, former client Diana reached out to One to One. She had completed coaching last fall and was
happy to let us know how she was doing and where she was at. Diana exemplifies the “ideal client” that we
look for in life coaching. The one that is ready to move forward and do the work.
When Diana began coaching, she was struggling through a very
difficult period in her life. She had a job she wasn’t thrilled with,
the loss of both of her parents, a divorce, and a move to a new
state.
“For me, my whole life felt like I was always running. Trying to
keep my head above water. Trying to work hard and do a good
job, but not stopping to think about myself and what it means
to do self-fulfillment. To appreciate your self worth instead of
putting it into the hands of an employer. There was a lot I didn't
understand and felt like I had gaps. I couldn’t get the help I
needed from books and online.”
Diana was matched with life coach Diane Bouret. “Diane just
listened at first. I had so many changes and not enough focus and kind of feeling lost. She helped me get to
the point where I can be focused on the right things and put action behind them.”

“I didn’t really realize how important understanding my value system was going to be. We worked on that a
lot. I came up with a goal for each one and it was hard. Prioritizing and creating boundaries with people,
friends, co-workers. It gave me a whole new way to look at things. I can now self evaluate when I come up
with situations where I’m frustrated, annoyed, irritated and can pause and ask myself that I’m feeling this
because its crossed something. It’s causing conflict with something I believe in.”
“I didn’t know what to expect with coaching by phone. But it’s what helped build the relationship because it
was someone who was just listening. No judgement. I was able to open up more. Diane would give me
feedback and acknowledge and validate my feelings. A call every week helped!”
Diana completed her MBA last fall, and is now working as a health care consultant. “I learned to put myself
first. I never realized the need for that. I just thought if I worked really hard, the rest is history. But now I
feel more inspired and like I have my act together, more focused. I can’t imagine not having done this.”
It’s stories like Diana’s that really show the passion One to One has to help women realize their full
potential through life coaching relationships. We are continually inspired by what our clients move on to do
once they have re-discovered their inner power.

Wheel of Life

One to One clients are required to complete an
assessment called the Wheel of Life. It includes
eight sections that represent various parts of
their lives. Clients rank their satisfaction before
coaching and after when coaching has
concluded. After five years of data collection,
the results indicate much change in a client life
after coaching.
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Coach Services, Mentor Services and Professional Development
Coach Services, Mentor Services and Professional Development for the coaches had an amazing 2018 showing
continued growth under the direction of three women who head up each department.
Dawn Pelton returned to the role of Coach Services Director this year. Chris Bryan shifted to Director of Professional

Development for the coaches, and Laura Luykx continued to lead as Director

•

867 hours of coaching provided to
clients

•

14 new coaches in 2018

•

63 active coaches

with Program Director Penny Hazen leading four sessions.

•

286 hours of monthly training
provided to coaches

Two training calls were presented about Trauma Informed Practice. The

•

Coaches located in 20 states and 9
countries

•

34 hours of mentoring to coaches

of Mentor Services in supporting the volunteer coaches.


286 hours of free monthly training was provided to coaches in 2018.



Professional Development took a deep dive into the One to One Model



first was led by Elizabeth Fowler and Suzanne Fageol to understand
trauma. The second by Penny Hazen and Carrie Fisher to focus on the
understanding of trauma from a Caregiver’s perspective.


OtO offered a series of webinars called Ethics for Coaches led by Jeanne Erickson and provided 3 CCEs to
participants, after a registration fee. 10 coaches participated.



14 new coaches joined One to One in 2018



63 active coaches in 2018



OtO’s professionally trained coaches are located in the United States, Canada, Germany, India, Italy, Lebanon,
Singapore, Spain, and Switzerland.



34 hours of mentoring was provided to One to One coaches.

I learned that although I care deeply about my clients, their agenda is their agenda and their
success is their success. My job is to hold the space for them to explore and experiment until they
find what works for them. There is no right or wrong way and no room for judgment. The goal
is to keep moving forward, one step at a time and change takes time. Change is hard. Change
is a process and everyone experiences the change process differently. Daily gratitude and
celebration are powerful practices that change us in profound ways. Having a trusted other to
walk beside on our journey is an invaluable gift and results in transformation for both parties.
-One to One Coach

O

ne to One client Nancy was struggling with depression and had
withdrawn from many of her day to day activities. She felt bad
about herself all the time. She explained, “I didn’t feel like I was
being an authentic person. I was hiding who I was from the
outside world.”

After being tired of everything in her world and how she was feeling, Nancy
took to the internet and did a search on resources to help women who are
struggling. She came upon the One to One website and learned about life
coaching. Nancy fit the profile for a One to One client because she was
showing a desire to change her circumstances and that she needed to do the
work on herself with a coach who would, “Hold the space for them to explore
and experiment until they find what works for them,” explains OtO coach
Chris Bryan who was paired with Nancy.
Nancy said, “The biggest challenge was just getting started. It took a long time even with her help.
Sometimes I would say that I didn’t do everything I wanted to do that week. But Chris would point out
what I did do and that I didn’t have to do everything. That was huge for me. She didn’t scold me or
disapprove because I wasn’t doing it fast enough. She just helped me understand it takes time. I was
moving forward.”
A few times when Nancy felt stuck, she told her coach that she needed someone there with her to help
complete a task. “I wanted to start exercising. So, Chris would keep the phone on and I would keep my
phone on, and we would each do our exercises in each of our houses!”
Or, if it involved a household task, they assigned a certain amount of time, set a timer, and Chris would
stay on the phone. When the timer was done, Nancy was able to talk to Chris immediately to discuss
how the task had gone and how much she had gotten done.
“I began to think differently. I wasn’t berating myself and I was aware that I was doing something! I was
moving forward. I was able to drop all together the negative feelings about myself.”
Nancy explained that having a coach felt like an anchor for each week. She would devise a plan with
Chris and review it before they hung up the phone. Then, the next week, she could report back to her. “I
wanted to say that I followed through and it became something I looked forward to being able to say.
Chris would reiterate to me that she was not there to judge me, there was no right or wrong, we were
just finding the working solution.”
By the time the 26 weeks came to an end, Nancy was in an entirely different place in her life than she
was at the beginning of coaching. “Although I was sad to see it end, I felt so much further ahead. I could
appreciate what Chris taught and gave to me, through her sharing of herself and her expertise. I could
think about what’s ahead and not have fear and hopelessness.”
“Coaching is an invaluable experience and it can make such a difference in the lives of people who are
struggling but want to get ahead. If anyone is unsure about coaching, reach out and ask for that help. It
strengthens you on the inside and helps you see what you have to do to change the old habits and move
forward. You won’t struggle alone.”

W

ith the Department of Veterans Affairs’ Program headlining
the National news for some time now, One to One—Women
Coaching Women’s Military Caregiver Program is now more
crucial than ever. With the ever-changing guidelines for admittance and
the continued removals from the VA Caregiver program, our caregivers
are now having to think more and more outside the box on the best ways
to meet not only their Veteran’s caregiving requirements but their family’s
needs as well. Many of our caregivers have had to leave their professions
to stay at home and care for their Veteran. While there are many that do
not currently meet Government requirements to receive a stipend, there
are many who depend on it and others would absolutely benefit
financially from it if they met requirements. Qualified caregivers receive a
tier-based stipend in exchange for providing care to their Veteran in their
home saving the Government a substantial amount of money and keeping Emily & Jessie Fletcher
Veterans in their own homes rather than outside nursing facilities or having to provide in-home nursing
care. The program is slowly working to include other Era Veteran Caregivers, but a stipend is currently
only being paid to Post 9/11 Caregivers.
Our coaching program can help these women work through some of their biggest worries and help them
gain clarity to their questions of “How will I…” or “What if…”
should they be struggling with how to provide the best care to
their Veteran and still have a healthy functioning family. For many
of our caregivers, their one-hour session each week with a
dedicated coach might be the only “ME” time they receive.
Allowing these women space to re-identify themselves and work
through some of their challenges is a great gift that we are happy
to give to our Nation’s Hidden Heroes. Through our coaching
program, our caregivers often experience lower stress levels,
greater life balance with the numerous hats she wears and most
of all, are empowered to keep advocating for her needs and the
Tara Plybon and her coach Carmen Mendoza.
needs of her Veteran.

“Having someone to be accountable to was key for me.”
-One to One Caregiver Client

C

arrie came to One to One from the Elizabeth Dole Foundation as a
Dole Fellow and learned about One to One from a former caregiver
client. “She thought I might find it beneficial and it came at a time
that I really needed something.”

Carrie met her husband Eric in college. He served in the U.S. Navy for 15
years and was wounded in a mortar attack and is 100% disabled due to a
brain injury. “When I began coaching, we were just about to either lose our
house or have to sell it. It was our dream house that we had built together
and it was hard to think about letting it go.”
Carrie explained, “I had all these decisions to make, like job stuff for me and what I should do to keep things going
and I was just overwhelmed. It sounds weird because these are decisions that most people have to make but I didn’t
have anyone to talk it over with because Eric couldn’t understand it. I was having panic attacks realizing that every
decision going forward was going to be my decision alone. I just needed some clarity.”
She was familiar with life coaching, but hadn’t really considered it. But, as her friend pointed out, she should just see
if it was something that might work and if she wasn’t ready, One to One would let her know during the interview
process. Carrie was paired with Susan Hayward, a coach who has been with the organization for over 10 years.
“Susan and I clicked right away. We said if we had lived closer we’d be friends! It was just a gift. And that was
something I really appreciated about One to One, it wasn’t just ‘here’s a
coach.’ The match was well thought out.”
Carrie felt that the accountability to someone regularly was one of the most
important parts of coaching. “Susan didn’t tell me what to do with my house
situation, but I had to keep my intentions clear and moving forward to finally
be able to deal with that.”
Susan worked with Carrie on mindfulness exercises before each coaching
session, which was a help not only to Carrie, but also in her caregiving with
Eric. When the VA offered a mindfulness program for Eric, Carrie was able to
help him accept that as a form of therapy because she had experience with
Carrie & her coach Susan Hayward.
it. “This has changed our relationship because we both have learned a lot of
the same things.”
Susan was very focused on Carrie’s goals because for so long everything had been focused on her husband.
Caregiving requires so much in terms of paperwork, appointments, organizing their day. “It was really nice to have
someone ask me about my goals for the day, or three months from now and letting me focus on me was good. Selfcare is hard for me, but Susan helped me see that it can be as simple as a half hour in the morning to myself with my
coffee.”
One thing that Carrie was able to realize through coaching was that being really busy was actually her way of not
dealing with things. Her coach helped her see that just because she was able to do something and someone asked
her to do it, it didn’t mean she had to say yes. “By saying no, I’d have more of myself leftover so that I could help Eric
and have more time for me. That’s probably been the biggest gift of coaching that has helped me the most.”
Carrie and Eric were able to take their family to Disney World, which was something they really wanted to do, and
were able to sell their home. She currently works for a school district and is serving on the One to One Board of
Directors. She and her coach Susan were able to meet face to face this past year. “One to One is a caring
organization that helps women get clarity and focus. Life without coaching would have kept me sacrificing myself.
I’m grateful.”

T

iffany came to One to One as a caregiver client.
“Life coaching helped me get out of my own head, to start
seeing things from a different perspective, and to live
holistically for who I am, not for someone else.”

Tiffany and Scotty were high school sweethearts. After graduation, Scotty
went off to the United States Military Academy and Tiffany went off to
college to become a nurse. Eventually, they married and Scotty was
deployed to Iraq at the height of the terror conflict in the mid-2000’s.
Six months into deployment, Tiffany received the call informing her that
her husband had come face to face with a suicide bomber. Shrapnel had
penetrated both of Scotty’s eyes and he was paralyzed. “That was the day that my world shattered into a million
pieces,” Tiffany admitted.
There was little choice: Tiffany promptly quit her nursing job and left for Walter Reed to be with Scotty. Although no
longer paralyzed, he had to have both of his eyes removed and the road to recovery they began together was long and
difficult. “That began my journey as a caregiver, I called it shattered pieces,” explained Tiffany.

In a ten-year period, they moved eight different times and had their three children. There were countless changes and
adjustments to make as Scotty grieved and began his new normal. Inevitably, as those years went by, Tiffany became
so wrapped up in her husband’s needs, his health and wellness, that she nearly lost herself. “As a wife, a caregiver, and
a woman - and a woman who gave up her dreams because that was what was needed at the time - well, there was a
day I looked in the mirror and wondered who I was. And that was extremely scary to me.”
“Grief is a funny thing-you can’t put it in a box and set it aside, you have to go through it. I just didn’t understand what I
was going through. My grief didn’t come until about eight years later.”
“As a caregiver, you can become very isolated and it was hard for me to connect with other women. I had all these
burning ideas in my heart and I saw that Scotty had all these mentors and I just wondered if anyone was out there for
me, a caregiver?”
Tiffany heard about One to One and was paired with Fran Bates Oates, a longtime coach and friend of the organization.
“Connecting with Fran was like something I didn’t know I needed, but I needed it! It felt so natural and safe because I
knew they already understood my situation to a certain degree. I didn’t have to reach out and explain everything about
what I was going through and what a caregiver did. I didn’t have the energy to do that at that time.”
Working with Fran helped Tiffany get out of her own way, her own head, and to start seeing things from a different
perspective. She developed tools for how to deal with conflict, and to lower the threshold of feeling overwhelmed.
“Having those tools was so effective and to be able to use them felt like I was rewiring my brain and becoming
healthier after each talk we had. It was like peeling the onion back.”
Fran was a safe place where she could say the things that were in her heart and on her mind, a place to share and think
strategically about her burdens. “And that person was going to receive it, hold it and not judge me - and be able to
provide me with the feedback and an opportunity to grow.”

This was the first full year that One to One operated under their new software platform to
manage the donor database and other software. One to One found success in raising a matching
amount in 2018 with another donor challenge. They continue to work with their fund
development consultant and have brought together a new Committee with a variety of
experience in the field.
Monetary Donations:


For the third year in a row, Anita George
offered a matching donation which was met.



OtO utilized Facebook’s fundraising capabilities
in 2018 with some success.



In addition, various Board and Leadership team
members used the occasions of their birthdays
to ask for donations on Facebook from family
and friends to OtO.

In-Kind Donations


For the past four years, Bob Hayes and John Blanford continue to donate their technology
talents to One to One. 2018 saw extensive behind the scenes work on a new website for
2019.



One to One continued to use smile.Amazon.com. When Amazon customers shop using this
address, the company will donate 0.5% of the purchase price to charity.



The Leadership Team donated over 3,000 hours of their time and talents to running the
organization.



The Board of Directors donated over 1,000 hours of their time and expertise to managing
One to One.



One to One coaches donated 867 coaching hours to OtO clients.
One to One is a 501(c)3 non-profit organization. Each dollar helps us provide high quality
programs and services to our clients and coaches.

To donate to One to One, you can send a check to:
One to One-Women Coaching Women
P.O. Bo 530374
Birmingham, AL 35253-0374
OR: go to www.onetoonewomen.org and click DONATE

Financial Overview
In 2018 the Board of Directors
increased the number of persons on
the Fund Development Committee with
new board members who have
fundraising and marketing skills and
expertise. The committee researched
possible grants, and worked closely
with the part time Fund Development
Consultant to conduct two fundraisers.
The committee definitely clarified what
works and what doesn’t work for the
organization as they move closer to a
place of financial stability for One to
One. They believe 2019 will be a
pivotal year for the organization
financially.
Income in 2018 was entirely from
individual donors with 95% of those
funds being unrestricted. In 2018 over
¾ of the income went directly to
programs for traditional clients and
caregiver clients of wounded veterans.
Administrative costs increased due to
additional infrastructure that was put
into place—technologies such as Zoom
video conferencing for Board meetings,
Leadership team meetings, monthly
coach professional development
trainings; increased use of social
media; upgrading computer software;
along with rising printing costs for
fundraising and the annual report.

One to One 2018 Income

One to One 2018 Expenses
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One to One

Susan Hayward, CA
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Susie Strauss, AL
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Chris Bryan, CO
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